
Quantum waves and spectra Handout

Figure 1: Where wave frequencies come from

From musical instruments to quantum

Gas discharge lamps You put a voltage source around 100 V across the lamp, and get light out. The lamp itself is
just a tube with a gas inside, which is a pure element. Discrete frequencies of light come out.

Figure 2: Gas discharge lamps
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Figure 3: Emission spectra of a few elements

Each element emits a unique spectrum. This gives us some clues about how quantum mechanics works.

How is light produced? Let’s review some classical physics. When a charge moves back and forth it produces light.
If the shaking has frequency f , then the light has frequency f .

Figure 4: Electric field lines before a charge is moved, and after it is moved.

If each oscillation cycle takes time T = 1
f , the distance between peaks is

λ = cT (1)

=
c

f
(2)

Summary: if light is emited by an atom, I expect the source of the light to be an oscillating electric charge.
The dynamics of quantum particles is described by the Schroedinger equation. Therefore I’ll need the Schroedinger

equation solutions to make predictions about light emission.

The Schroedinger equation The Schroedinger equation is a PDE wave equation describing the behavior of a single
particle in 3 dimensions:
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where ℏ = 1.05× 10−34 J · s, m is the mass, and V is the potential energy.
We can compare with the wave equation for a string:
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Comparing these equations we can notice a few similarities and differences:

1. ψ is a “probability amplitude” where y is a simple displacement from equilibrium.

2. Schroedinger’s equation has i =
√
−1 in it, which means its solutions will always be complex (i.e. have an imaginary

part).

3. Both have boundary conditions. The guitar had y = 0 at the places where the string is attached. ψ should approach
0 when |x| ≫ 0.

4. V (x, y, z) is different. It is the potential energy when the particle is at that position. The guitar string has nothing
quite like it, although you could imagine having the mass density change along the string.

Simple harmonic oscillator We can consider a specific example, in which we only let the particle move in one
dimension (so it’s easy to plot), and choose a potential energy V (x) = 1

2kx
2. We choose to use the mass of an electron

m = 9.1 × 10−31 kg We can then ask what solutions exist. Like with the classical wave equation, there are an infinite
number of possible solutions, including both standing and travelling waves. Also like with the classical wave equation, the
superposition principle applies, so any linear combination of solutions to the Schroedinger equation is also a solution to
the Schroedinger equation.

A solution to the Schroedinger equation that has a definite energy is a standing wave and vice versa.
These specific solutions are also called energy eigenstates.

You may download the python code for the animation I will show in class.
The wave function is a complex-valued function, but the ratio between the real and imaginary parts (called the complex

phase) does not have any physical impact (although changes in the complex phase do). The probability of finding the
particle at a given position is the magnitude squared of the wave function. When we visualize that, we find that for a
standing wave (also known as an energy eigenstate), the particle is not moving (on average), which means that it will not
be accelerating or radiating.
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/media/activity_media/quantum-oscillator.py
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Figure 5: A picture of the n = 3 eigenstate of the quantum harmonic oscillator.

If, however, we take a linear combination of two standing waves, we see something quite different: it sloshes from one
side to the other. This is an accelerating charged particle, which will indeed radiate. Summary: Light gets emitted
if the electron is in a superposition of two standing wave solutions of the Schroedinger equation.
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Figure 6: A picture of the n = 3 eigenstate of the quantum harmonic oscillator.

The frequency of the oscillation is determined by the difference in energy of the two states. But it’s easiest (and most
common) to not worry about frequency directly, and instead discuss energies, which allows us to employ the First Law of
Thermodynamics.
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